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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES: Neuropathic pain is a complex entity and experts have tried to define it in a clearer and more objective way for its diagnosis to be more accurate, especially for non-specialists. Aiming at evaluating studies on the subject and their repercussion on medical practice, a systematic review was carried out from 2000 to 2016 on published studies about neuropathic pain, its definition and involved physiological aspects, using Pubmed, Cochrane and LILACS as databases.

CONCLUSIONS: The new concept accepted by the International Association for the Study of Pain in 2011 considers neuropathic pain as “pain induced by injury or disease directly affecting the somatosensory system”. So, “dysfunction”, considered a vague term, was replaced by “disease”, and “nervous system was replaced by “somatosensory system”, to topographically delimit the disease. The new definition has created diagnoses based on clinical history and anatomic location, associated to evidential tests. Conditions such as diabetic polyneuropathy, post-herpetic neuropathy, compressive radiculopathy, other peripheral neuropathies and thalamic pain were well covered by new guidelines, however pains such as essential trigeminal neuralgia, fibromyalgia, complex regional pain syndrome type I, were excluded from the new definition.

CONCLUSION: Current concept is not ideal; it is limited and excludes major pain states and although the new classification has improved the understanding of neuropathic pain, further studies are needed on the subject.
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INTRODUCTION

Since its foundation in 1973, the International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) has not spared efforts, through its taxonomy committee, to identify, define and classify different types of pain. Pain terminology and concept have as primary objective the development of criteria for diagnostic identification and formulation of treatment strategies in the clinical practice or in scientific studies. So, the development of new diagnostic means and the continuous renewal of treatment methods imply the eventual need to change concepts, giving a dynamic character to IASP’s taxonomic classification.

So, when a term or definition moves away from its primary objective and becomes the target for criticism and divergence among authors, as it has been the case with Neuropathic Pain, IASP assigns a committee of specialists for its analysis and review. In more recent terms, neuropathic pain “is induced by injury or disease directly affecting the Somatosensory System” (IASP-2011). The old neuropathic pain (NP) concept was “pain induced by injury or dysfunction of the nervous system” and generated questions about “specific diagnosis and anatomic precision”.

This publication was a landmark for the new definition of NP, because after years of discussions, they ended up creating tools for a more accurate diagnosis of this disease. Groups and societies, especially European, have decisively cooperated with guidelines to help non-specialist professionals diagnosing neuropathic pain. Technological advances have allowed for discoveries in genetics and immunology, of new markers which help understanding changes in pain phenotype. Even so, it is currently not clearly defined and accepted.

CONCLUSIONS

The desire along the years to understand and define neuropathic pain is because it is considered a different entity, a pain state, a syndrome, where highly potentiated nociceptive mechanisms generate extremely disagreeable symptoms, such as spontaneous pain (without noxious stimulation), tactile and dynamic allodynia, and hyperalgesia often refractory to existing therapies, being frustrating for physicians and patients. Considered the pain that most deeply deteriorates quality of life with an estimated prevalence in general population of 3.3 to 8.2% and of up to 30% in other studies, it has become a public health problem, reason why studies about its etiopathogeny and pathophysiology are increasing worldwide.

Neuropathic pain has specific characteristics which differentiate it from other types of pain such: 1. Pain and sensory symptoms which persist beyond the healing period. 2. Presence in variable degrees of sensory symptoms manifested by positive (hyperesthesia, paresthesia, disesthesia, allodynia) or negative (hypoesthesia, anesthesia) phenomena. 3. Presence in variable degrees of other neurologic motor and autonomic signs and symptoms manifested by positive and negative phenomena.

The definition proposed by IASP in 1994 for neuropathic pain as: “pain started or induced by primary injury or dysfunction of the nervous system” has remained official for several years, because it would partially differentiate it from physiologic nociceptive pain. This latter condition appears from the activation of afferent peripheral nociceptors, by actual or potential stimuli caused by tis-
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Clinical trial evidences have shown that depending on the combination of pre-painful stimuli (allodynia), while others refer pain in the site affected by commonly unpleasant and spontaneous sensation, similar to smarting or burning pain, by ischemic stroke (IS), MI, syringomyelia, syringobulbia, traumatic However, it left to be desired because it has excluded pains located outside the same etiologic diagnosis, there might be a clinical heterogeneity of symptoms presented symptoms, it is possible to tailor by patient the specific pharmacologic understanding of NP was then defined as disease directly affecting the same etiologic diagnosis, there might be a clinical heterogeneity of symptoms. This diagnostic tool has shown to be very practical and easy to apply, and the produced response. This diagnostic tool is based on the clinical history pointing to the pre-existence of injury or disease of the somatosensory system and on physical evaluation pointing whether the area described as painful had reasonable neuroanatomic correspondence. In addition, both criteria were respectively reinforced by additional tests confirmation, thus creating four certainty levels for NP diagnosis (Table 1).

**Table 1. Neuropathic pain evaluation system**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation criteria by patient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Pain with reasonable anatomic distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. History suggestive of relevant injury or disease affecting central or peripheral somatosensory system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Demonstration of distinct reasonable anatomic distribution in at least one confirmatory test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Demonstration of relevant injury or disease by at least one confirmatory test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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NP would be classified as: permanent (criteria from 1 to 4), probable (criteria 1 and 2 with confirmation of 3 or 4) and possible NP (criteria 1 and 2 without confirmation of 3 or 4). Pain with reasonable anatomic distribution would topographically correspond to peripheral innervations of a territory or its representation in the central nervous system (CNS). A history with temporal relation of neurological event and pain would confirm the suspicion. Neurological test with the presence of positive (allodynia, hyperalgesia, paresthesia etc.) and negative (different sensory deficits) signs, matching anatomic distribution. Adding to this laboratory and imaging tests which may identify and confirm the injury.

These criteria logically help the concept and diagnosis of most neuropathic pains in known diseases, e.g., diabetic polyneuropathy, trigeminal neuralgia, post-herpetic neuralgia, post-ischemic stroke pain, post-spinal trauma etc., however they do not contemplate other entities known as NP states, such as CRPS type I, FM, interstitial cystitis etc., restricting their classification. These difficulties have led to a trend to call them dysfunctional pains.

Another term generating controversies and discussions, because the same mechanisms of physiological maladaptation to neural plasticity are observed in such pains, in NP and chronic nociceptive pain is on their perception of pain, which limits the somatic, psychological and social focus, making difficult the concept and classification of types of pain. Most published studies do not focus on precise classification of pain in its physiological character, exactly due to the difficulty of accurately proving mechanisms solely linked to one or other type of pain. These would be in a way present in more than one pain state, such as peripheral and central sensitization, being a physiologic response of neural plasticity. One maladaptation to this response would imply persistent pain states, including spontaneous pain generation (without nociceptive stimuli), being more common on chronic NP.

The need to classify pain in aspects different from temporal and etiologic, is due to the difficulty in obtaining satisfactory therapeutic results for chronic pain, especially changeopathic pain, since they would remain even with the resolution of their etiology. Better knowledge of these mechanisms would help the development of more effective therapies. Aiming at establishing certainty levels in NP diagnosis, Treede et al. have created a graduation system based on the clinical history pointing to the pre-existence of injury or disease of the somatosensory system and on physical evaluation pointing whether the area described as painful had reasonable neuroanatomic correspondence. In addition, both criteria were respectively reinforced by additional tests confirmation, thus creating four certainty levels for NP diagnosis (Table 1).

The best understanding of NP was then defined as disease directly affecting somatosensory nervous system perception. So, in 2011, IASP by means of the Neuropathic Special Interest Group (NEUPSIG) has replaced the first definition which had lasted 17 years by current definition, launching a consensus on NP concept. The redefinition which has replaced these terms would match and remedy improprieties caused by previous concept. According to current concept, which assumes the existence of a previous disease affecting and modifying the action of somatosensory nervous system, it is possible to rank a series of conditions which meet mentioned characteristics, such as diabetic polyneuropathy, post-herpetic neuropathy, compressive radiculopathies, other forms of peripheral neuropathy, thalamic pain, and others. However, it is important to highlight that not all patients with specific disease acting on nociceptor sensory system will have pain as end product. This observation suggests that NP is present only in susceptible patients, probably by means of a preconceived genetic profile. In other situations, is not pain that is developed as positive sensory manifestation. Many patients complain of an unpleasant not painful and spontaneous sensation, similar to smarting or burning (dysesthesia), while others refer pain in the site affected by commonly not painful stimuli (allodynia).

These symptoms, which may be isolated or associated to others, including pain itself, result from mechanisms similar to those determining NP. So, faced to a same etiologic diagnosis, there might be a clinical heterogeneity of symptoms. Clinical trial evidences have shown that depending on the combination of presented symptoms, it is possible to tailor by patient the specific pharmacologic treatment, thus optimizing results. So, it is possible to develop treatment models for NP starting from a perspective evaluating the multiplicity of symptoms, rather than pathophysiologic and etiologic mechanisms.

This interest on pain biology was mainly due to the fact that some severe pain states are not related to existing tissue injury, as well as why chronicity is developed in some patients and not in others. It is possible that extrinsic (environmental, psychological) and intrinsic (genetic heritage) factors would be present in these questions. So, animal models were created to generate both nociceptive and neuropathic pain, where involved pathophysiological mechanisms could be studied. However, animal studies are limited, because there is no report on their perception of pain, which limits the somatic, psychological and social focus, making difficult the concept and classification of types of pain.
differences in their structural design and preferences for one or other diagnostic tool, the validation of each one fundamentally depends on the methodology used for analysis.

**Table 2. Douleur Neuropatique en 4 questions – Neuropathic pain questionnaire**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Your pain has the following characteristics:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burning - yes no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there one or more of the following symptoms in the same area of your pain?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tingling- yes no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is pain located in an area where physical evaluation may reveal one or more of the following characteristics?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypoesthesia to touch - yes no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain may be worsened in the painful area by:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brushing - yes no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Score 0/10  
0 to 4 – non-neuropathic pain  
5 to 10 – neuropathic pain

The intention to better redefine NP has led EFNS in 2009 to review existing guidelines, correlating them to new evidences published later evaluating their specificity for an accurate diagnosis. Most commonly used questionnaires were evaluated: MPQ (McGill Pain Questionnaire), LANSS (Leeds Assessment of Neuropathic Symptoms and Signs), NPQ (Neuropathic Pain Questionaire), DN4 (Douleur Neuropatique en 4 questions) and PAINDetect, in addition to quantitative sensitivity tests (tactile, thermal, vibrating).

They have observed that questionnaires failed in diagnosing 10 to 20% of patients with clinical diagnosis of NP and that sensitivity tests are valid and should be used concomitantly to improve diagnostic efficacy. So, just with controlled, double-blind, randomized studies with homogenously trained professionals for clinical evaluation, it will be possible to prevent system vices which impair NP diagnosis. This opens a road for new ideas and studies about the pathophysiology of such pains.

**CONCLUSION**

NP is a challenge and undoubtedly the most studied subject under several aspects and also the most controversial for algologists of the clinic and academic world. Symptoms such as allodynia and hyperalgesia, common to other types of pain, made critical a neurological testing shows changes according to the anatomically involved site, be it peripheral or central, and the help of laboratory and imaging tests for a possible, probable or final diagnosis. Even with studies of different methodologies, the multiplicity of questionnaires and evaluation tools, NP is still underdiagnosed and inadequately treated. The concept of NP has biases and requires continuity of studies on the subject. In the last decades, many publications with high bibliographic rigor have supplied relevant scientific support with regard to NP epidemiology, pathophysiological mechanisms, diagnosis and treatment.

So, many concepts used in the past need to be reviewed and adjusted to current times. In this sense, NP update and definition proposed by NEUPSIG-IASP in 2011 have provided focus in some aspects, such as the need for changes at anatomic level, however it has ignored important diseases currently considered neuropathic such as CRPS type I and Essential Trigeminal Neuralgia, as well as it has excluded and made more conflicting the classification of fibromyalgia. Anyway, such obstacles encourage the continuity of advances of studies and reorient new actions and clinical protocols.
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